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Embrace the Country Life at Home by
Drawing Inspiration from the Past
Nostalgic prints, patinaed antiques, and organic
textures give modern spaces more depth. They call
it Grandmillennial style, but Barrington has been
embracing these traditional elements for decades.
WALLPAPER

Some of the most gorgeous design
images I have seen mix floral statement
papers with modern elements. House of
Hackney Paper.
Anthropolgie.com

TURTLE DOVES PRINT

The blush mat and soft colors of the print
drew me to this. It is the perfect size for
over a sideboard or entry table.
The English Daisy

IRON CANDLESTICKS

With great texture and shape, these would be so
pretty on a mantel with long tapers.
The Winterberry Companies

PAINT COLOR

BRASS LAMP

A bold color on the wall, like Benjamin
Moore’s color of the year, Aegean Teal,
brings richness and is perfect for layering
pieces and fabrics in.
J. P. Licht

I love the lion handles and
scale of this lamp, such
a statement piece for a
living room.
The Pink Geranium

CEILING LANTERN

A lantern that looks like it was an
antique find would be perfect for
a hallway or even as a pair above a
kitchen island.
Kate Marker Home

Erin Vondra is a Realtor, Interior Design

WOODEN
DISPLAY WITH
PLANTER

This styling piece has
great texture and paired
with the ceramic vase it is
a great little moment for
a built-in shelf.
Tattered Tiques
62 •

Consultant, lifestyle writer, and, most

WOOD
SIDECHAIR

This chair has such
a great patina and
character. The perfect
corner piece.
Steeplechase Antiques

Quintessential Barrington | QB ar r ing ton .com

proudly, a mom living in Barrington Hills.
Raised in North Barrington, she loves
helping clients find their dream home in
the town she so dearly loves. Find her on
Instagram @erinvondra. Contact her at erin.
vondra@gmail.com or visit erinvondra.com
for your home sale and design needs.

